
Proposal Guidelines

● Please note that the entire event will be held in English.

● The event will take place on the 12th of October 2024 in themain building of ETH.

● You can submit talks, and/or workshops.

● We’ll only be able to accept proposals submitted through the symposium tool. With the help
of the symposium tool, you’ll be able tomanage your proposals as well as your speaker profile.
Additionally, we created a user guide if you need any support with setting up an account,
submitting a proposal, etc.

● For now, we will only need a summary of your proposal. However, it should be exhaustive and
detailed enough for us to get a good understanding of what you would like to present and to
be able to decide whether or not to accept it. Feel free to include technical details!
Additionally, we encourage you to submit a short video (less than 1 minute long) where you
give a short overview of what your talk or workshop will be about. If your proposal is
accepted, we might post it on social media to get people excited about VIScon 2024! Please
put the link to the video in the submission notes.

● Everything you enter into the symposium tool will be published. Additionally, fields marked
with “(Booklet)” will be exported into the physical booklet that we will be handing out at the
event itself. You can take a look at last year’s booklet for reference.

● Feel free to submit as many different proposals as you want. There is no limit on the number
of submissions. However, to make our timetable as diverse as possible, we will only schedule
up to two units (1 unit = 1 workshop or talk) per speaker. You can highlight your favorite idea
in the submission notes.

● Each speaker is welcome to bring one guest to the event.

● It is important to us that talks and workshops will not be perceived as advertisements or
recruitment and only focus on the topics. We do not allow flyers or any other advertising
material unless you are a VIScon sponsor.

● Technical information about the room equipment will follow in an email after the selection
process if we have decided to accept your proposal(s).

In the following pages, you will find more information about what we expect from the talks and
workshops.

If you have any questions about the submission process, please send us an email at
symposium@vis.ethz.ch.We are happy to help!

https://symposium.vis.ethz.ch
https://cdn.vis.ethz.ch/viscon2024/user-guide.pdf
https://cdn.vis.ethz.ch/vc2/2023/schedule.pdf
mailto:symposium@vis.ethz.ch


Talks
In your talk, you can share your excitement about a topic that you care about, perhaps by telling
related anecdotes, explaining your personal involvement, or exploring what makes it so special.

Talks can be in one of the following formats:
20-minute quick talk: 20minutes of presentation, without a Q&A
30-minute standard talk: 30minutes of presentation, followed by up to 15minutes of Q&A

or 35minutes of presentation followed by up to 10minutes of Q&A

Note: A 45-minute slot (45 minutes presentation + 10 minutes of Q&A) can be requested if you feel like it would
significantly improve the quality of your talk (e.g., if you plan on having a live demonstration which requires more time).
Please get in touch with us!

We want VIScon to be a place where computer science students and technology enthusiasts can have
fun while exploring new ideas and discovering interesting projects. Our goal is to provide
entertaining and engaging talks that offer a unique perspective or delivery style that sets them apart
from traditional university lectures. Therefore, we are looking for speakers who are genuinely excited
about the subject of their talk. We welcome proposals for talks that range from not technical at all to
fairly technical. However, it is important to keep in mind that not everyone in the audience is
necessarily a computer science student, so the general idea of the talk should still be understandable
evenwithout technical expertise about the topic.

We're open to a wide range of topics, including personal projects, opinion pieces about technology,
experiences from the entrepreneurial world, latest research, and promising technologies for the
future.

Important notice about AI-themed talks: VIScon 2023 featured a lot of AI/Machine learning talks,
and we received an even higher ratio of proposals about the topic. We know AI is the current hot
topic, but after receiving a lot of feedback from our participants and internal reviews, wewill reduce
the amount of AI/machine learning-focused talks this year. It would be very unfortunate if we lose a
great talk because of a general perception that AI attracts more listeners, so please try to submit
(additional) proposals that are NOTmainly focused on AI, if you have any.
Feel free to contact us if you have an idea for a talk, but are unsure if it is a good fit for VIScon.

Here are some talks from previous years that we really enjoyed. Feel free to use them as inspiration!

● Einstein, determinism, and quantum theory - Ghislain Fourny
● How to build a federated open source serverless tensor data

lakehouse for petabyte scale foundationmodel training - Romeo Kienzler
● Is securemessaging secure? - Kenny Paterson
● Accessibility on the web - Xaver Fleer
● Founding a startup after ETH - Thomas Schulz
● Mixed Reality with Robots - PatrickMisteli
● Passwords: A Trigger Topic - Katja Dörlemann

https://video.ethz.ch/events/2023/viscon/dd8c7d55-6519-4a3e-8dc1-049e5798cbc4.html
https://video.ethz.ch/events/2023/viscon/ee0e6bf5-3602-4de5-8848-2a584ff9f1a6.html
https://video.ethz.ch/events/2023/viscon/ee0e6bf5-3602-4de5-8848-2a584ff9f1a6.html
https://youtu.be/I2zbwvc9I2o
https://youtu.be/CiMGB74p6a4
https://youtu.be/RtQueYj4vFo
https://youtu.be/fiPcWJskRXU
https://youtu.be/qm7bwafFdxM


Workshops

Workshops are open to 10 to 20 participants depending on room availability, workshop type, and
difficulty level.

Workshops can last 1.5 to 3 hours. If this does not fit your workshop idea, please get in touchwith us
to arrange a different duration.

One approach could be to organize a technically focusedworkshop. This would be the perfect setting
to introduce systems, frameworks, technologies, or skills you frequently use in your projects,
research, or work. You could also grant access to architectures, data, or devices that people might not
usually have access to. Make sure you can provide the infrastructure if any is needed.

A different take would be an interactive workshopwhere participants do groupwork, case studies, or
soft-skills development. They could work on competencies that are important in the business world
but might be overlooked in a university setting.

Of course, feel free to let your creativity runwild and come upwith a totally different concept.


